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Abstract

Biomass is among the primary alternative energy sources that supplements
the fossil fuels to meet today’s energy demand. Gasification is an efficient
and environmental friendly technology for converting the energy content in
the biomass into a combustible gas mixture, which can be used in various
applications. The composition of this gas mixture varies greatly depending on
the gasification agent, gasifier design and its operation parameters and can be
classified as low and medium LHV gasified biomass. The wide range of possible
gas composition between each of these classes and even within each class itself
can be a challenge in the combustion for heat and/or power production. The
difficulty is primarily associated with the range in the combustion properties
that may affect the stability and the emission levels. Therefore, this thesis is
intended to provide data of combustion properties for improving the operation
or design of atmospheric combustion devices operated with such gas mixtures.

The first part of this thesis presents a series of experimental work on
combustion of low LHV gasified biomass (a simulated gas mixture of CO/
H2/CH4/CO2/N2) with variation in the content of H2O and tar compound
(simulated by C6H6). The laminar flame speed, lean blowoff limit and emission
levels of low LHV gasified biomass based on the premixed combustion concept
are reported in paper I and III. The results show that the presence of H2O
and C6H6 in gasified biomass can give positive effects on these combustion
parameters (laminar flame speed, lean blowoff limit and emission levels),
but also that there are limits for these effects. Addition of a low percentage of
H2O in the gasified biomass resulted in almost constant laminar flame speed
and combustion temperature of the gas mixture, while its NOx emission and
blowoff temperature were decreased. The opposite condition was found when
H2O content was further increased. The blowoff limit was shifted to richer fuel
equivalence ratio as H2O increased. A temperature limit was observed where
CO emission could be maintained at low concentration. With C6H6 addition,
the laminar flame speed first decreased, achieved a minimum value, and then
increased with further addition of C6H6. The combustion temperature and
NOx emission were increased, CO emission was reduced, and blowoff occurs
at slightly higher equivalence ratio and temperature when C6H6 content is
increased. The comparison with natural gas (simulated by CH4) is also made
as can be found in paper I and II. Lower laminar flame speed, combustion
temperature, slightly higher CO emission, lower NOx emission and leaner
blowoff limit were obtained for low LHV gas mixture in comparison to natural
gas.

In the second part of the thesis, the focus is put on the combustion of a wide
range of gasified biomass types, ranging from low to medium LHV gas mixture
(paper IV). The correlation between laminar flame speed or lean blowoff limit
and the composition of various gas mixtures was investigated (paper IV). It was
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found that H2 and content of diluents have higher influence on the laminar
flame speed of the gas mixture compared to its CO and hydrocarbon contents.
For lean blowoff limit, the diluents have the greatest impact followed by H2
and CO. The mathematical correlations derived from the study can be used to
for models of these two combustion parameters for a wide range of gasified
biomass fuel compositions.
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